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ARTICLE
Working as a white adult educator, using our own life
stories to explore asymmetries of power and privilege
Camilla Fitzsimons
Department of Adult and Community Education, Maynooth University, Co. Kildare, Ireland
ABSTRACT
The article is principally written for adult educators. It models an
auto-ethnographic approach situating this within a critical peda-
gogic orientation. As an adult educator working in the Republic
of Ireland, I draw from two instances in my own life that helped
me to re-think my racialised identity. By reflecting on discomforts
in terms of my own racial identity, the internalised nature of both
white supremacy and racial oppression emerge. The stories and
reflections that I share are intended as a prompt for other adult
educators, particularly white-educators, to think about their own
racialised identity and to contemplate ways in which they benefit
from often unacknowledged advantages. This awareness can bet-
ter equip adult educators to problematise simplistic interpreta-
tions of multiculturalism and to authentically ally with those who






Earlier this year, I was fortunate enough to lead out a class about the racial dimensions
of power. This was with some post-graduate university students who were undertaking
a yearlong professional qualification in adult teacher-education. Most people in the
room, including myself, were White, something not unusual in an Irish context. Some
were experienced adult educators but who lacked a state endorsed professional qualifi-
cation, others were new to the field. As is typical of my way of working, I adopted a
facilitative, problem-posing approach infusing this with short theoretical inputs.
This wasn’t the first time I had hosted discussions about race, in fact I had facilitated
quite a few of these workshops over many years. This time was different though as, in
the weeks leading up to the class, I decided to change my approach focusing less on
viewing difference through cultural and ethnic variance, and more on exploring the
normative nature of Whiteness. I introduced key thinkers on White privilege such as
hooks (1994, 2003, 2010, 2013), McIntosh (1988, 2015), Kendall (2013) and Borrego
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(2016). Taking my lead from Kendall (2013) in particular, I spoke about my own racial
identity and deliberately connected with moments in my life when I was awakened to
the privileges I hold. Although some in the room seemed initially uncomfortable, other
White people began to share similar stories. When people of other ethnicities began to
speak, they offered a different understanding that illuminated the accumulative effects
of discrimination. Afterwards, one woman racialised as Black approached me privately
and thanked me for how I had framed the discussion. She had presumed in advance
that she would be the focus of attention, something not uncommon when difference is
framed through a multicultural lens. I learnt a lot that day and was grateful to those
who shared their autobiographical insights.
By centralising my own life as a source of knowledge, I made certain epistemological
assumptions. For starters, I interpreted learning as often unintentional or accidental and
as something that emerges from the events of our every-day lives, both the significant and
the seemingly mundane. A second and connected assumption I made was that by reflect-
ing on these biographies, we can uncover rich, multidimensional and critical insights
(hooks 2010, Caminotti and Grey 2012, McCormack 2015, O’Neill 2015).
This article models this belief through a critical (or radical) approach to personal
storytelling that particularly draws from the fundamental teachings of Freire (1972),
hooks (1994, 2003, 2010) and others who encourage democratic, dialogic, praxis-ori-
ented approaches to adult education. In congruence with these critical theorists, it also
draws from ‘critical race theory’; a set of ideas that interpret racism as intrinsically
linked to White privilege, with both phenomena stitched into the fabric of society.
A discussion about race is timely in a Republic of Ireland context; a country once
shaped by net-emigration but now shaped by net-migration. Limited information is
available on Ireland’s Black, Asian and minority ethic (BAME) population. Where
BAME diversity in other Western European countries is intrinsically linked to imperi-
alist histories, Ireland’s inward movement of people is much more recent and is mostly
because of global labour market trends (Gonzalez Pandiella 2016). We do know from
recent Central Statistics Office figures (CSO 2016) that amidst a general population
growth of 0.8% per annum, so-called ‘Irish ethnicity’ increased by just 0.2%. For those
listed as ‘Other incl. mixed background’, annualised growth is measured at 14.7%. The
CSO explain this changing demographic as follows,
‘Large increases can be seen in the number and proportion of Irish nationals with an
ethnicity other than White Irish. These changes may be explained by the increase in
persons granted Irish citizenship since 2011 and by the large increase in those with dual
Irish nationality’1
This transformed landscape hasn’t been without its problems and research by Carr
(2015) and Michael (2015) uncover everyday Islamophobia and Afrophobia, respect-
ively. More broadly, a recent study on attitudes to diversity claims just under half of all
adults born in the Republic of Ireland believe some cultures are superior to others and
17% believe some races/ethnicities are born less intelligent (McGinnity et al. 2018).
These findings are somewhat unsurprising when contextualised amidst a global polar-
isation of racial difference, with both supremacist and patently racist ideas openly
expressed by some Western governments (Giroux 2017).
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Amidst this sociocultural backdrop, this article claims neither a holistic analysis of
Irish demographics nor an exhaustive exploration of the nature of knowledge. Instead,
it links the two perspectives through reflections on my own life in terms of my identity
as an adult educator who identifies as ethnically-White. After this introduction, I will
explain auto-ethnographic storytelling as underpinned by a critical approach to adult
education. Two stories are then shared; one that draws learning from an event outside
the classroom and one that is situated amidst my practice as a university-based adult
educator. Each is bookended by an analysis of how I interpret these, relatively minor,
discomforts in the context of broader public dilemmas. My intention is to do this with
an openness to the contrasting experiences of those more directly impacted by the
social structures of inequality.
Storytelling and criticality
For as long as I have been involved in adult education, encouraging people to tell per-
sonal, but sometimes troubling stories in safe, reassuring environments has been at the
heart of my practice. This process can support intellectual and emotional development,
can enhance self-coping mechanisms, can build a sense of comradery with others and
can sometimes be quite therapeutic. Importantly, it can generate a sense of epistemo-
logical democracy. This rather lofty ambition isn’t unusual in the context of adult edu-
cation; a scholarly discipline that turns much of what is traditional about education on
its head through dialogic, participatory, approaches.
Although there are similarities amongst adult education practices, there are also
important differences that depend, in part, on the educator’s own philosophical orien-
tation. One distinguishing feature is between an educator who principally embodies a
humanistic lens and an educator who principally embodies a critical approach to peda-
gogy. Starting with the former, humanism or person-centeredness; the most commonly
practiced approach to adult education in Ireland (Fitzsimons 2017a) involves seeing a
person within the boundaries of their individual wellbeing. Everyone is thought to
exercise individual agency or what Rogers (1989, p. 28) describes as ‘inner freedom’. By
nurturing and harnessing this inner freedom, we can realise our full potential as
humans and become more active in the world around us. Many adult educators that
adopt a Freirean, critical pedagogic approach are also person-centred and bring alive
many characteristics associated with humanistic ways of working. But there are signifi-
cant differences that revolve around the suggestion of an autonomous self, something
rejected within critical pedagogy in favour of ‘a self’ that is situated within structural
inequality (Freire 1972, hooks 1994, 2003, 2010). As McLaren (2009 p. 61) puts it, each
of us are in fact ‘“unfree” and inhibit a world rife with contradictions and asymmetries
of power and privilege’. This doesn’t mean we have no agentic capacities, but it does
places limits on the extent to which we can shape our lives.
Bringing this critical, Freirean philosophy to life involves embracing Paulo Freire’s fer-
vent criticism of traditional models of education. Freire (1972) describes a banking
approach to education, or what hooks (1994, p. 5) labels a system that is ‘based on the
assumption that memorising information and regurgitating it represented gaining know-
ledge that could be deposited, stored and used at a later date’. Most of us have had first-
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hand experience of banking approaches to education - spaces where the powerful, know-
ledgeable, expert teacher seeks to pour dominant knowledge into largely disempowered,
passive learners. What is important to grasp about this criticism of depository approaches
is that it isn’t just a condemnations of tired teaching methods but is an epistemological
confrontation. For Freire (1972) learning should be active and not passive and to be
knowledgeable is to critically engage with the circumstances of your life. Knowledge is
thus ‘constructed’ through how we interpret our life experiences and not ‘acquired’
through exposure to set expertise with subjectivity and knowledge deeply entwined.
This approach to education not only acknowledges constructivism but questions
the validity of much canonical knowledge; a set of West-centric truths that has devel-
oped from foundations that exclude the histories and experiences of people of colour,
of women, of the working class and of other under-represented groups both in
academia and in the public sphere. As a result, much ordained, so-called objective
knowledge is biased towards the normative nature of whiteness (hooks 1994, 2003,
2010, Williams 2016) and is sexist because of its systemic exclusion of women’s
voices (Harding 1991, Letherby 2003, Brooks 2006). Even within the seemingly neutral
disciplines of Math and Science, the cultural anthropologist Williams (2016) describes
a ‘fiction of objectivity’ that is deeply biased towards preserving an unequal, racist and
patriarchal status quo. Likewise hooks (2010, p. 49) claims scientifically verifiable truths
are themselves simply stories; interpretations of certain sets of data that are easily
replaced with other truths when a new set of data is presented.
If we accept that ‘our own lives’ are a route to knowledge, we become less concerned
with the ingestion of facts and truths, and more interested in listening to each other to find
out how we each experience our world. Spaces that typify this methodology are often recog-
nisable because the chairs are often organised in a circle and not in rows, the educator
adopts a facilitative rather than lecturing approach, and many voices, not just the educator’s
voice, are heard. In these environments, adults are supported to take risks, to challenge one
another (and the so-called educator) and to collaboratively co-construct knowledge.
Importantly, the adult educator doesn’t create unstructured, directionless spaces, but asks
critical questions that encourage us to challenge our assumptions. This way of working is
not easy, and it requires facilitation skills, a repertoire of experiential exercises and the cap-
acity to introduce theoretical concepts in response to the stories shared. It also demands
‘reflexivity’ or the capacity to turn inwards and see yourself in relation to ways in which
you unwittingly create structures that are in opposition to your own values (Bolton 2009).
As part of my own reflexivity, what follows is an active, but personal engagement
with biographical race-related instances that have stayed with me for some reason,
what McCormack (2015, p. 75) describes as ‘moments of revelation that emerge often
from a challenging or troubling experience’. These moments are significant because of
their capacity to create disquiet amidst our own meaning-making (McCormack 2015)
in this case, how I self-identity as White. Working as a critical pedagogue, my relativist,
subjectivity will be offered as a window through which I conceptualise my relationships
with the social structures of class, race, gender, {dis}ability and other oppressive institu-
tions of power. This differentiates critical storytelling from a hermeneutic approach
where the stories themselves are viewed as knowledge construction in their own right
(Etherington 2007, p. 30).
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Story 1 – Leaning on privilege in an intersectional world
It was a typical weekend afternoon except that the house was a bit quieter than usual
as my kids were out. I resisted the nagging urge to launch into housework and instead
settled down with a cup of tea for a quick browse on twitter. Then, vibrations from my
iPhone interrupted this promise of tranquility. It was my son who had headed up to
the local shopping centre with his best mate Ali, a lad he had known pretty much all
his life.
‘Mum’.
Panic set in as I heard tears in his voice,
‘What’s wrong love? Is everything okay?’
‘I’m in trouble mum, I’m with the security guard and they’re getting the police, they
want you to come up and get me’.
I remember that I didn’t have use of a car that day, so I headed up to the shopping
centre by bus. He’d calmed down a lot when I got there, thankfully, it was just a minor
incident and one I won’t repeat to save his blushes. However, he was quite shaken
nonetheless by this first interaction with the police. Normal days don’t involve being
surrounded by strange adults as they ask you questions about your life. I found the
policeman pleasant enough and after checking my credentials, he suggested my son
apologise to the store manager so that all could be forgotten. The follow-up would be a
routine home visit from a community officer sometime in the near future. The boys
said goodbye to each other and we headed home.
‘What were the police like?’ I probed as we sat together on the bus.
‘They were nice mum’ my son reported ‘the security guard told us they were really only
there to arrest a Polish man who was shoplifting. That’s why they were able to talk to us
too. Otherwise they wouldn’t have got involved’.
‘What did they ask you about?’ I enquired curious for as much detail as possible.
‘Well’ he began ‘they asked us where we lived, what school we went to, if we’d ever
been in trouble before… they were nice Mum’. ‘But do you know what was weird’ he
continued, ‘they asked Ali what country he was from’. My critical antenna peaked.
‘Did they ask you what country you were from?’ I inquired of my pale-skinned,
freckled child.
‘No, just Ali, obviously it’s because of his skin mum, we both noticed it and we thought
it was a bit mad’.
We talked about this question for a while, about how Ali’s North-African
heritage meant he was placed under greater scrutiny than his friend was. It wasn’t
the first time he had noticed his friend being treated differently but it was the first
time this difference was held within an authority source. Although sad for the
young boy that he had to endure this additional surveillance, I welcomed the
opportunity to talk to my own child about his racial identity and the benefits
this bestowed.
The story doesn’t end there though as, three months later, I hosted a visit from a
friendly community liaison officer.
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‘You seem like a very nice lad’ the plain-clothed officer said from across the kitchen
table ‘and from a very nice family’.
They talked about my son’s favourite football team, what subjects he liked in school
and what computer games he cherished the most. The officer drew comparisons with
his own children but contrasted these experiences with other children he was more
likely to meet through his work.
‘You should see some of the families I have to deal with’ he shared with a burdensome
tone ‘awful stuff, sure the kids just don’t have a chance at all’.
The conversation was making me feel uncomfortable.
‘You are lucky to come from a lovely home where your parents care for you’.
I wanted to object to these ‘othered’ comparisons with children from what I imagined
were less privileged socio-economic backgrounds. Instead, I smiled in agreement and
offered him more tea. My cultural capital was coming in handy and my son would
soon be off the hook.
Reflections on our racialised world
I’ve thought about these encounters since; my son and his friend’s alternative question-
ing and my own capacity to lean on the privilege I hold. The policeman who inquired
into one child’s nationality but not the other likely didn’t mean any harm, but he was
placing one child under less scrutiny than the other; one of 50 privileges the influential
scholar McIntosh (1988) believes ‘White-people’ enjoy. Other privileges McIntosh
(1988) claims are an absence of racial harassment, more options around education and
employment, mostly being in the company of people of one’s own race, not being
asked to speak for all of one’s racial group and living in a world where your own ethnic
history is dominant. The shopping-centre encounter also illuminated an all too com-
mon perception that to be Irish, also means to be White. When Gina Akpe-Moses, a
young Black woman from Country Meath, won gold at the 2017 under-20s European
Athletics championships, the Irish print media not only celebrated her achievement,
they dedicated many column inches to verifying her ‘Irishness’. Just a few months later,
the same thing happened when the Country Clare woman Zainab Boladale became a
newsreader for the national broadcaster, Raidio Telefis Eireann (RTE).2 Despite the
dubiousness of this being newsworthy, many papers ran with the story focusing mostly
on Boladale’s entry into Ireland as a toddler and her relationship with her country of
origin.3 Less emphasised were the work-related attributes that secured the position in
the first place.
These examples illuminate an ‘othering’ of these non-White women with their iden-
tities gauged against the normative nature of whiteness. But where do these notions of
difference come from? Mostly they are built on one of two, sometimes simultaneous,
beliefs the first of which is to claim biological disparity. Simply look around you and
this binary is easily discredited. Differences such as skin tone and facial features aren’t
fixed categorisations rather they exist on a continuum. What about the many physical
differences that are ignored which could equally stratify society such as hair colour or
height? Numerous anthropological and scientific studies have also rubbished claims of
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genetically homogenised groups based on skin colour (Halley et al. 2011, Sands and
Sands 2012, Kendall 2013, p. 43). This perspective, although not fully eradicated, is
less-talked about nowadays. More commonly, racial variance is explained through the
notion of cultural difference. This is where supposed dissimilarities in customs and
behaviours are compared to the sociocultural norms of capitalist economies of the so-
called West; economies that have invented themselves as superior to all other ways of
being (Said 1978, Kundnani 2014, Fitzsimons 2017b). Even within highly diverse coun-
tries such as the US, claims of cultural difference are often used to uphold
and perpetuate difference. Take for example the sometimes-espoused notion of ‘Black-
culture’ (which I will return to), a concept held together through perceptions about
life-choices that essentialise and often commodify the lives of those racialised as Black.
A key part of my analysis is that racial differences are not the result of the accom-
modation of difference but have been socially constructed through a process of
‘racialisation’. This is where a set of traits are assigned to a homogenised group in a
way that disregards socio-political contexts in determining how each of us make sense
of the world (Lentin 2004, Carr 2015). Although my entry point into this discussion
was an interpersonal exchange between two people in a shopping centre, the roots of
these socially constructed differences involve a much wider macro-analysis that con-
nects racism and privilege to the imperialist actions of self-serving capitalist economies
of European heritage including the US. For centuries, these countries have extended
their power across the globe to maintain economic and cultural superiority with claims
of racial difference; both biological and cultural, justifying these histories of domin-
ation. Take for example the well documented, Western orchestrated, slave trade of the
1600–1800s where assertions of biological inferiority justified the forcible removal of
up to 20 million Africans from their homes to provide unpaid labour. In his critique of
colonialism, Said (1978) equally believes the imperialist pursuit of trade, falsely
and unfavourably imagined Far Eastern culture through a romanticised, exotic lens.
More recently, the prioritisation of commercial interests in the oil-rich lands of the
Middle East (Yaqub 2004, Fisk 2005, Harms 2010, Jacobs 2011) are accommodated by
erroneous cultural presumptions about a distinct Islamic culture, often regardless of a
person’s nationality or religiosity (Carr 2015, Kundnani 2014).
Racialisation isn’t only embodied through the actions of nation states. The academy
is also a recurring site for superior concepts of difference (Emirbayer and Desmond
2012). Kendall (2013, p. 43) describes an ‘intentional invention of scientific “facts” to
underscore this construct’ whilst Webb (2017) believes early sociological research
that criticised inter-racial reproduction was influential in informing racist
ideology. Even today, Black, Asian and minority ethnic groups are regularly talked
about (as I am doing now) therefore excluded from knowledge production about their
own experiences. Remember critical race-theory as a discipline didn’t spontaneously
emerge from the academy rather it broke through the Eurocentric nature of
academic knowledge as part of the US civil rights movement. As Steinberg (2012,
p. 617) maintains,
‘Reflexivity and its revelations did not arise because sociologists decided to turn the
analytical gaze upon themselves. It was not until the Black protest movement, in both its
non-violent and violent forms, threw the entire society into crisis and cities were
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burning, that sociology made the shift from “race relations” to “racial oppression” and
opened its canon to the radical and minority voices that had long been ignored or
marginalised’.
Some of you might question this global perspective, particularly where ethnically
based cultural differences are claimed within diverse countries such as aforemen-
tioned Black culture in the US. In ‘Writing beyond Race’ (2013), hooks problematised
the notion of a shared Black identity citing its failure to adequately address class-
based and gendered differences amongst people of colour. This isn’t the only critique.
The African-American Bivens (2005) describes the notion of race-related culture as
mythical and is amongst those who again points to imperialist foundations. Bivens
wonders how people of colour can possibly be expected to align their lives with the
ideals of US culture, ideals that were founded on the oppression of Africans and the
displacement of Native American populations. Imperialism thus lays the foundations
for a race-centred ‘us’ versus ‘them’ global discourse, where to be ‘White’ is to be nor-
mal and to be ‘non-White’ is to be other. This is regardless of the myriad of ethnic
possibilities this encompasses. In the day-to-day, this false binary manifest itself
through institutions such as police forces, health and education systems harbouring
preconceptions about those who are racialised where the first instinct is to act preju-
dicially. At the same time, institutions bestow certain privileges on those ethnically
described as ‘White’. Instances such as being asked your nationality by a policeman
or explaining your ethnic history to journalists may seem innocuous, but when
viewed through the perspectives of those at the receiving end, the accumulative
effects of this ‘othering’ can be difficult for people who are ethnically White
to comprehend.
This macro-analysis is only a partial analysis of the story that introduced this discus-
sion as it doesn’t critique how I leaned on my privilege when it benefitted my son’s
predicament. Do I, as Kaufmann and Wamsted (2015) suggest, struggle to hold egali-
tarian openness through each aspect of my complex and busy life? What about facets
of the police officer’s curiosities that I too hold; regardless of the assumptions this
encapsulates?
This next story helped me deepen these reflections highlighting ways in which I too
contribute to a status quo that reproduces racial inequality.
Story 2 - Getting it wrong in the classroom
This incident goes back a few years now, to a day when, I was confined to a rather dull
and dark classroom. Coffee stains decorated the carpet, the bins were overflowing and
the walls could have done with a lick of paint. There were about 12 students with me,
all but one of who were White. Again, these students were undertaking a post-graduate
programme of study in adult education. To pass the course, students had to attend
weekly classes on campus and complete at least 100 hours immersed in an education
provider. On this spring day, four students were giving presentations about what they
had learned from this experience. Everyone seemed a bit tired and the presentations
were also quite lacklustre. Each person had stuck to a standard enough format
where PowerPoint slides gave an overview of their placement then drew out predictable
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insights on how this exposure influenced their practice. Then Jo stood up and she
changed the pace. ‘My presentation is going to be a bit different if that’s okay?’ she
explained, ‘I’m going to focus on one class, one that has been really bothering me’.
I was relieved and intrigued. Jo explained that the first part of her presentation would
be a whistle-stop tour of a session about racism in Ireland. She showed us a YouTube
video that was designed to challenge prejudice against Arabs then shared some
PowerPoint slides she had developed that focused on misconceptions about migration.
She then laid out green, red and orange circles of paper on the floor and asked us to
recreate the last part of her class where, in reaction to provocative statements, students
were invited to move across the circles depending on whether they agreed, disagreed or
weren’t sure. ‘It all seemed to work so well’ Jo explained ‘the group were really on
board with what we were doing, I felt great about it’. What troubled her was what hap-
pened next, as, when the group moved on to a different topic, Jo was stopped in her
tracks when a group member, who I will call Mark, uttered a highly inflammatory,
islamophobic comment. Jo heard wide inaccuracies about migration, a deep misrepre-
sentation of Islam in Ireland and most of all, an othering of ‘those people’ that were
staining Ireland’s otherwise harmonious way of life. Stunned into silence and paralysed
by the moment, Jo failed to respond and the comment went unchallenged. As the nov-
ice educator now stood before her own class, she asked her peers for help. ‘How could
someone who seemed quite open to diversity just ten minutes earlier, now say such a
thing?…Where did I go wrong?…What should I do the next time to make sure I
don’t freeze like that again?’
Jo’s version of events only captures one person’s perspective and she didn’t tell us if
others also seemed so removed from where she believed them to be. But there’s a part
of this story that I haven’t shared yet namely my response to Jo’s dilemma.
Instrumentally I drew from a repertoire of tactics that would most likely silence this
oppositional voice. ‘You could have offered a counter-argument’ I suggested ‘or what
about reminding him of the facts and figures you just presented?’ As I spoke, I felt
acutely aware of the only Black woman in the room and my own need to prove to her
that I’d never tolerate racism. Everyone listened intently to my suggestions, the conver-
sation ended and we moved onto the next student’s presentation.
Reflections on how we deal with race in the classroom
Jo’s story illustrates two things. Firstly, it shows us how, even when people are taught
about Race, they often disconnect this from the social positioning that their own racial
identity brings (Berlak 2004, Zembylas 2007). Mark likely couldn’t see race though his
own experience of privilege, but only in the othered. Secondly this story shows how
even though many adult educators work hard to create democratic learning environ-
ments, they can retreat to the comfort of the status quo when uncomfortable race-
related disturbances emerge (hooks 1994, p. 55). There are many reasons why this hap-
pens, not least an educational environment increasingly shaped by the language of
accountability, measurability and off-the-shelf curricula. These very real burdens can
reduce an educator’s freedom to respond to situations that are outside of bureaucra-
tised assessment related demands. There are other reasons too. Some adult educators
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can be ill informed about practical changes that promote inclusivity such as an aware-
ness of cultural difference, the importance of diverse visual imagery and the potential
to challenge West-centric curricula (Fitzsimons 2017b). But we need to go deeper and
explore hook’s (1994, p. 30–32) claim that, despite being committed to addressing
inequality, many White educators are reluctant to create the antagonisms that are
needed to truly challenge racial dimensions of power. Describing the melting pot idea
of cultural diversity as ‘the stuff of colonising fantasy’ and ‘ a perversion of the progres-
sive vision of cultural diversity’ (hooks 1994, p. 31), she asks White educators to con-
front their knowledge limitations, be courageous enough to let go of their sense of
authority and be open to the limitations of a multicultural lens. hooks develops these
ideas in later writings (2003; 2010) and again problematises the truism that learning
should be harmonious and trouble-free. She notes how ‘ tears and sorrow’ are easier
for educators to cope with than ‘ overt feelings of rage’ but argues that the pressures to
maintain a non-combative, seemingly ‘ safe’ environment ‘ can actually work to silence
discussion and/or completely eradicate the possibility of dialectical exchange’ (hooks
2010, p. 86). My tactics would certainly have silenced Mark, but where is the learning
in this? Perhaps I should have encouraged Jo to open up and not shut down discus-
sions so people could contemplate their own attitudes more deeply and consider the
structures these attitudes exist within. What about modelling this way of working with
my own students? We too could have talked about points of connection and/or experi-
ences of difference.
One way I could have facilitated this would have been to auto-biographically draw
from the messages that shaped my own upbringing (Kendall 2013). Growing up in
the predominantly White Ireland of the 1970 and 1980s, the only messages I ever
received were negative. Racism was channelled through schoolyard jokes and anyone
not ‘White’ was largely objectified through curiosity. Kendall (2013) suggests I should
connect with instances or crucibles where my White-superiority was interrupted and
my sense of place in the world changed. This perspective links to Bourdieusian con-
cepts of habitus or the cultural inculcation of customs, tastes and attitudes through
the lifestyle spaces we occupy (Bourdieu 1984). Similarly, Louis Althusser’s concept
of ‘interpellation’ speculates we ingest whichever set of assumptions surround us
through the social institutions of the family, school, religion and the legal system.
Our relationships with these structures are undoubtedly complex and tensions and
contradictions often emerge as we engage with other perspectives. However, the
strength of our original upbringing is profound as, from the moment we are born, we
are accepted or ‘hailed’ by the social institutions that recognise us as the same
(Althusser 1971). The hierarchies of White privilege hail ‘White people’ who uncon-
sciously self-racialise in a way that construes their own ethnicity as neutral and nat-
ural and the ethnicity of others as different and negative (Phoenix and
Phoenix 2012).
Conclusion
This contribution set out to model how seemingly minor biographical events offered
me a way into a wider understanding of my own relationship with modern day
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asymmetries of power and privilege. The reflections I have shared were intended as a
catalyst for other adult educators, particularly White-educators, to consider their own
racialised identity and to think about the sometimes-unacknowledged advantages they
hold. Recognising our privileges can be an uncomfortable experience and can evoke
feelings of guilt and remorse. Rather than pretend these problems don’t exist or min-
imise their embodiment, adult educators can learn from their own lives and be confi-
dent in creating learning communities where people can name their world, despite the
antagonisms this might create. Powerful reactions such as Mark’s outburst (Story 2)
become an anticipated and important aspect of creative, affirming and supportive envi-
ronments where emotions such as anger and distain are recognised as a feature of dia-
logic learning (Zembylas 2007, Freire 1972). In these spaces we can truly model
alternative social relations of race, even if only fleetingly.
Notes
1. This comes from Republic of Ireland (ROI) census figures published by the CSO for the
government of Ireland under the heading ’Profile 8 – Religion, Ethnicity and Irish
Travellers’. Available at: https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-cp8iter/
p8iter/p8e/
2. RTE is a semi-state Irish public broadcasting company.
3. See for example https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/i-don-t-see-myself-as-a-
nigerian-womanwholanded-a-job-in-rt%C3%A9-1.3211477.
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